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SIMULATION METHODS

INTRODUCTION
• Solitary round lesions account for more than 20% of overall recalls at
mammographic screening [1]. Radiologists are often unable to
distinguish harmless cysts from cancerous solid masses in
mammogram images.

DEEP LEARNING BASED LESION DISCRIMINATOR

Monte Carlo simulations [3] and a collection of digital anthropomorphic
breast phantoms [4] were used to acquire realistic dual-energy
mammograms.

Resnet-18 convolutional neural network architecture was chosen to
perform binary image classification task.
• Input: square ROI crops containing the lesion, arranged into a 2frame (low energy + high energy data) TIFF image.
• Output: list of class probabilities to create an ROC curve.
• Training: from scratch using ~7,000 ROIs of each type of signals with
all compression thicknesses included. More 40 mm thick phantoms
were used, as this thickness is the most frequent in a clinical setting.
• Testing: independent data set with ~1000 images of each lesion type
(with all thicknesses equally represented).
Figure 6: Cyst/mass type classification ROC curves with 95% confidence
interval bands – (a) test set contains ROIs’ from phantoms with all breast
compression thicknesses, (b) from 40 mm phantoms only.

Figure 3: Breast phantom and mammogram with multiple lesions inserted.
Figure 1: Left panel – a 50 mm benign cystic lesion (CC and MLO
views); on the right is a 36 mm high-grade cancer. Even experienced
doctors often cannot determine with certainty which one is which.
• One study found that 14% of screening exams resulted in recalls with
cancer found in only < 0.6% of participants [2].
• Unnecessary recalls cause undue patient anxiety and increased
healthcare costs.
• Erhard et al. [1] used spectral mammography and sophisticated
analytical algorithm to discriminate cysts and masses with ROC
AUC= 0.88 and 61% specificity at 99% sensitivity level for masses
greater than 1 cm.

STUDY OBJECTIVES

In order to model natural patient variability occurring in clinical practice
the following parameters were used
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Compressed breast thickness: 30 to 70 mm
Tissue composition: ~30% fibroglandular, ~70% adipose
Spherical lesion diameter: 6 mm < d < 11 mm
Each phantom has unique background realization
Dual energy spectra: 26 and 50 kVp Tungsten-Aluminum with mean
glandular dose not exceeding 3 mGy (FDA dose limit for two-view
screening mammography).

Fredenberg et al. [5] provides characterization of x-ray attenuation of
cyst fluid and solid tumors in terms of “equivalent” thicknesses of
Aluminum and PMMA from mastectomy specimen measurements.
Tissue linear attenuation can be represented in terms of base
coefficients (normally distributed) means and variances:

• To develop a Deep Learning (DL) based lesion classifier for dual
energy mammograms. Future mammography systems with photoncounting detectors will be able to produce breast images in two or
more energy “windows”.
• A deep neural network can be trained to learn spectral information
from paired low and high energy mammograms, characterizing x-ray
attenuation of the cystic fluid and solid masses to distinguish them.
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Our main findings are summarized in a form of the receiver operator
characteristic (ROC) curves and area under the curve (AUC) values.
Uncertainties on the ROC and AUC are presented as symmetrical 95%
confidence intervals estimated from the standard error using bootstrap
method, and assuming normal distributions.
• For all breast compression thicknesses combined we obtained
AUCall= 0.980±0.07
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Figure 2: Schematic diagram of the proposed dual-energy
mammography lesion classification algorithm.
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variations in breast anatomical background
clinically-relevant compression thickness range
random mass diameter 6 mm ≤ d ≤ 11 mm
natural spread in lesion x-ray energy-dependent linear attenuation coefficient

• The DL based classifier achieved ROC AUC exceeding 0.95 with the
ability to select an operating point with high sensitivity and high
specificity; further classification accuracy improvement may be
expected with training on data with clinical masses morphology
included.
• This performance compares to prior research
o by Erhard et al. (reported AUC= 0.88 for clinical lesions ≥ 1 cm in diameter
with sophisticated spectral discrimination model)
o by Kooi et al. [6] (reported AUC= 0.80 using state-of-the-art CADx algorithm
with conventional mammography)

• Our work should motivate further development of photon-counting
detector based spectral mammography systems.

• For 40 mm thick breasts only
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Figure 5: Training and testing sets breast thickness distribution. 40 mm
compressed breasts occur most often at screening, therefore more were
used for the algorithm training.

RESULTS

Paired (low energy +
high energy) acquisition
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• This study examined the feasibility of applying a deep neural network
to classify cystic vs. solid masses with dual-energy mammography
• Since clinical data is not readily available, Monte Carlo simulations
were carried out using digital anthropomorphic breast phantoms and
synthetic lesions.
• Realism of the model was complemented by
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Figure 4: (a) Distribution of linear attenuation coefficient µ values for cysts
and masses (fully overlapping). This makes distinguishing the two types of
lesions so difficult in conventional mammography, (b) and (c) – mean
values of µ at lower energy (16 keV) are indistinguishable, while at high
energy (40 keV) can be clearly separated.

AUC40mm= 0.987±0.09
• Obtained ROC curves exhibit “good” behavior in the critical region
near sensitivity= 1 line, e.g. allow to select an operating point with
very high sensitivity (probability that a lesion of interest is a cyst) and
acceptable specificity.
• For chosen sensitivity level of 0.99, specificity= 0.43 for the case of all
compression thicknesses combined; and specificity= 0.67 for the case
of 40 mm thick breasts only.
• With sensitivity slightly relaxed to 0.985, specificity values improve to
0.50 and 0.82 correspondingly.
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